
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Air Canada’s CEO said airline open to providing refunds for cancelled flights in exchange for 

government aid but that the company has no interest in offering Ottawa an equity stake. CEO says 
airline has already paid $1.2billion in refundable fares amid restrictions.

• Canada and UK on verge of signing new trade agreement to replace existing deal Britain has through 
EU membership. Without the deal, UK and Canada would face tariffs on trade from January 1,  
when the BREXIT transition period ends. Canada is UK’s 12th biggest trade partner.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Supreme court of Canada says Hydro Quebec has right to build a new electric-power line along 

an existing corridor from Quebec City to Laval. News comes after landowners argued that the 
construction should not be allowed and claimed damages for unintended use.

• Quebec health minister says gatherings up to 250 people allowed in red zones but only for rare & 
exceptional cases and health measures must be followed.  Only organized activities necessary and 
essential for the pursuit of activities of public or private organization could be allowed.

USA NEWS
• Exchange operator, Nasdaq Inc to buy anti-financial crime software Verafin for $2.75billion in cash. 

Verafin provides more than 2,000 financial institutions a cloud-based platform to detect, investigate, 
repot money laundering and financial fraud.

• Pace of workers filing unemployment claims picked up last week and was a little higher than Wall 
Street had expected. Jobless claims totaled 742,000 for the week, ahead of the estimated 710,000. 
That total also showed acceleration from previous week’s total of 709,000.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• German conglomerate Thyssenkrupp plans to cut additional 5,000 jobs to curb losses across its 

expansive empire after posting €1.6billion operating loss in its latest financial year. CEO says more 
painful restructuring might be needed to stop the hemorrhaging.

• China, largest importer of crude, expected to be only buyer to increase in oil demand this year as 
the pandemic destroys consumption globally. China has stepped up purchases from Russia, US and 
Angola in recent weeks, with expected imports to reach 12million barrels daily next year.
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